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Abstract—The research of robots to assist people in inspecting the quality of steel bridges has attracted significant attention in recent years. However, the intricate structure of the steel bridge components poses a massive challenge for researchers to move the robot across the bridge to perform the tests. This paper presents a new development of a hybrid flying-climbing robotic system, which can move flexibly and quickly to different positions on the steel bridge. In addition to using high-resolution cameras for an overview, the design allows the robot to stick to steel surfaces and act as a mobile robot for more detailed inspection with our developed giant magneto-resistance (GMR) sensor array system. We conduct a mechanical analysis to show the climbing capability of the mobile part. Additionally, we develop a landing algorithm to allow the robot to land on a steel surface to perform in-depth inspection safely. The designed GMR sensor array has shown the capability of detecting steel cracks to support the in-depth inspection mode. We have tested and validated our developed robot on real bridges to ensure that the design works well and is stable.

I. INTRODUCTION

Under the impact of the environment (such as wind, rain, sea steam, etc.) and the influence of overuse use leads to degradation of various structures on the steel bridge. Therefore, regular inspection and supervision are essential to ensure safe operation and help managers have timely assessment and maintenance to avoid unfortunate accidents.

Various types of robots have been created to assist humans in performing bridge testing instead of the dangerous and challenging manual methods (Fig. 1). Most designs act as a conventional mobile robot using circular wheels or tank wheels with direct magnets to create grip for the robot to move on steel surfaces [1]–[8].

In several other designs, researchers learned from the movement of animals, insects such as worms, and spiders for use in their designs. These designs show outstanding mobility as most of these designs can move back and forth between different surfaces on the steel bridge [9]–[12]. In the latest research, La’s group [13], [14] has developed a robotic system that can climb various terrains on a steel bridge to perform the inspection. Their robot not only climbs like a worm but can also move around like a mobile robot.

With today’s advanced image processing technology, the use of drones for visual inspection is becoming more and more common. Some developments to make aircraft move safely are presented in [17]–[19]. A drone design with passive rotating housings on each propeller for safer drone
movement is presented in [20]. An improvement that saves flying energy [21] is the use of a clamp to hold the drone onto the bridge’s beams for inspection.

In short, the mobile robot designs allow them to move stably on flat surfaces of the bridge. However, with the complex structure of the steel bridge as Fig. 2 switching between surfaces is also a significant challenge when using these types of design. Not to mention the performance of climbing on high-volume bridges will take a lot of time. Techniques for learning the way that animals and insects move (Fig. 4) have shown the feasibility of robots climbing over different connectors and surfaces on bridges [13]–[16]. However, each bridge has many locations to check, and they are usually not close together, so it will take a long time for those robots to complete the inspection of a bridge. Not to mention that calculation to move also takes a lot of time and requires intelligent algorithms. Studies on using drones for inspection allow a quick, efficient overview without being limited by structural steel or steel surfaces. However, the maintenance inspection of the steel requirement requires several positions that require in-depth tests that current drone studies have not yet applied.

Unlike the approaches mentioned above, this paper presents a new hybrid robotic design, which considers the advantages of a drone’s flying flexibility and a mobile robot’s steady climbing capability to perform quality inspection of steel bridges. With this design, the quality inspection of the steel bridge will be conducted faster, thanks to the drone’s maneuverability. The mobile robot part of the design is equipped with permanent magnets that can change the distance from the steel surface. Changing the distance between the magnet and the steel surface allows the robot to switch its operating modes: landing, taking-off, moving. Giant magneto-resistance (GMR) sensor is fitted on the robot to serve for an in-depth inspection. The test results show that this sensor’s ability to detect cracks is good. To demonstrate the robot’s working principle, in addition to testing flight modes, testing for the robot to land on a steel surface was conducted.

Unlike the approaches mentioned above, this paper presents a new hybrid robotic design, which considers the advantages of a drone’s flying flexibility and a mobile robot’s steady climbing capability to perform quality inspection of steel bridges. With this design, the quality inspection of the steel bridge will be conducted faster, thanks to the drone’s maneuverability. The mobile robot part of the design is equipped with permanent magnets that can change the distance from the steel surface. Changing the distance between the magnet and the steel surface allows the robot to switch its operating modes: landing, taking-off, moving. Giant magneto-resistance (GMR) sensor is fitted on the robot to serve for an in-depth inspection. The test results show that this sensor’s ability to detect cracks is good. To demonstrate the robot’s working principle, in addition to testing flight modes, testing for the robot to land on a steel surface was conducted.

II. OVERALL DESIGN

The design concept of this robot is illustrated in Fig. 3. The robot is divided into two main parts: mobile and drone. The mobile part allows the robot to cling to steel surfaces and move like other conventional mobile robots (Fig. 5). On the robot, the body is attached to magnets to create attractive force when the robot clings to the steel surface. The distance between the magnet array and the steel face is controlled...
Fig. 6: (a) GMR sensor design, (b) Sample circuit for testing.

by two pull motors. This gap is divided into 3 cases: The robot clings to the steel surface to inspect as Fig. 7.a; the robot is in the moving state when the distance between the magnets and the steel surface is 2mm (Fig. 7.b; and when this distance reaches the limit of 20mm, the robot can take off to fly elsewhere as Fig. 7.c.)

Normally the robot will operate in drone mode. In this mode, the robot uses a high-resolution camera to capture images of the surface of the steel bars, the joint positions on the bridge. At the same time, send photos to investigators for live viewing. When potential damage is detected that needs more in-depth investigation, the mobile part will change from Fig. 7.d to Fig. 7.e, available sieve to adhere to the steel surface. It then relies on the values of 2 proximity sensors along with an intelligent algorithm to determine if the point in front is a safe position to land (Fig. 7.a.b.c).

Fig. 7: (a) The robot has completely deviated from the steel surface; (b) The robot is deflected to one side of the steel surface; (c) The robot is safe to land on a steel surface; (d, e, f) When the motion robot attaches to the steel surface.

In addition to building a robotic design that combines the drone and mobile robot, we designed an GMR sensor circuit using NVE AA002 for the robot to perform more thorough steel crack tests. In studies [22]–[25], GMR sensors are considered to have been used to check for defects by quickly scanning an area and generating high-resolution test results. Our designed sensor system diagram is shown in Fig. 6, and installed for testing as shown in Fig. 8. The steel sample we examine here has a thickness of 6 mm, and the artificial cracks are 0.1 mm, 0.2 mm, 0.3 mm, and 0.5 mm, respectively. The use of rails will allow for a stabler test than when we move the sensor by hand.

Fig. 8: Structure test of the ability to check the GMR sensor for crack detection.

III. MECHANICAL DESIGN AND ANALYSIS

We used the following type of motor for the drone: Brother-Hobby LPD 2806.5, motor: 1300KV, configuration: 12N14P, No.of Cells (Lipo): 4-6S, rotor: N52H arc magnets, copper wire: 260°C military grade, stator: 0.2mm Kawasaki silicon steel, shaft: titanium alloy hollow shaft, bearings: Japanese NMB 12X6X4, wire AWG: 18AWG 20cm length, bell cap: Al 7075, base casing: Al 7075, prop adapter shaft thread: M5, bolt pattern: M3 (19X19mm). Fig. 9 presents the test data of the drone motor’s load.

We used the following type of motor for the mobile robot: motor DC GA20Y130, voltage operating range: 3-9 VDC, load speed 90 RPM, load current 0.07A, torque 0.31 N.m.

We conducted a series of static analyses on the robot throughout the design process. These tests allowed us to design and manufacture robots that outperformed previous designs of other steel bridge test robots such as [26], [27].
Magnetic grip analysis ensures that we make the right choice of materials, preventing the robot from tipping over or slipping during operation.

The variable $L$ is the distance from the robot’s center to the outside of the wheel, which is the distance from point A to point B as shown in Fig. 10. $m$ is the mass of the robot, and $g$ is the gravity. The moment at point A is calculated by the formula:

$$M_A = Lmg.$$  

(1)

Through Equ. (1), where $g$ is constant, we find that the mass $m$ plays a large role in the corresponding effect. That is why we decided to use carbon and plastic as the main materials instead of conventional metal materials. This significantly reduces the robot’s mass (reduces the moment to override the gravity).

The ability to flip and slip while operating the robot is entirely possible, so we conducted two additional analyses to clarify them in our design.

Our flip analysis (Fig. 11.a) uses Equ. (1) as an action that can flip the robot. To calculate how much suction power is required for the mobile part to prevent tipping, at point C creates the Equ. (2). The variables $n_1$, $n_2$ represent the number of magnets in each row. $M_C$ is the Moment at point C, $F_{mag}$ is the force created by each magnet, and $L_1$, $L_2$ all represent distances.

$$M_C = F_{mag}n_1L_2 + F_{mag}n_2(L_1 + L_2) - M_A.$$  

(2)

Results of Equ. (2) will help in choosing the strength of the magnet and the mounting position to ensure that the robot will maintain its position on steel structures without tipping.

Analysis of sliding friction (Fig. 11.b) to ensure that the robot does not slip down when clinging to the steel surface is necessary. The friction force is calculated by:

$$F_f = nF_{mag} \mu,$$  

(3)

where, $F_f$ is the friction force, $F_{mag}$ is the force generated by one magnet, $n$ is the total number of permanent magnets, and $\mu$ represents the friction coefficient between steel and rubber.

Equ. (2) and Equ. (3) help us choose the right magnet to use for robot design.

IV. TELE-OPERATION

Controlling the robot at a long distance will be difficult, requiring the operator to have enough vision and a good feeling. Solution using VR glasses to view images directly from the robot allows the operator to have a better view instead of watching from afar. A camera is connected and transmits the image to the VR headset at 5.8 GHz, the equipment is shown in Fig. 12. In addition, the protective frame helps the robot avoid unfortunate collisions.
Algorithm 1: LANDING ON A STEEL SURFACE.

Input: \((IR_l, IR_r), (IR_{le}, IR_{re}), (IR_{ld}, IR_{rd}), (IR_{ll}, IR_{rl})\)

1. while robot is landing do
2.     Read sensor value
3.     if \((IR_l) == (IR_{ll})\) and \((IR_r) == (IR_{rl})\) then
4.         STOP.
5.     Break to manual mode.
6.     if \((IR_l) == (IR_{le})\) and \((IR_r) == (IR_{re})\) then
7.         Stop landing and hold the position.
8.         Send warnings to the operator.

else

10.    if \((IR_l) == (IR_{ld})\) then
11.        \(\text{if} \ (IR_r) == (IR_{rd}) \ \text{then}
12.             \text{Move right}
13.             \text{while} \ (IR_{re}) == (IR_{rd}) \ \text{do}
14.                 \text{Wait until} \ (IR_{re}) == (IR_{rd}).
15.                 \text{Move forward}.
16.             \text{Move forward}.
17.         \text{else}
18.             \text{Move forward}.
19.     \text{else}
20.         \text{if} \ (IR_r) == (IR_{re}) \ \text{then}
21.             \(\text{if} \ (IR_l) == (IR_{ll}) \ \text{then}
22.                 \text{Move left}.
23.                 \text{while} \ (IR_{ll}) == (IR_{ld}) \ \text{do}
24.                     \text{Wait until} \ (IR_{ll}) == (IR_{ld}).
25.                     \text{Move left}.
26.                 \text{Move forward}.
27.         \text{else}
28.             \text{Move forward}.

the front obstacle. \(IR_{ld}\) and \(IR_{rd}\) are the values when two sensors detect the front obstacle (steel frame). \(IR_{ll}\) and \(IR_{rl}\) are the values of the two sensors when the robot lands.

V. ROBOT DEPLOYMENT

The result of the designed GMR sensor array system’s ability to detect the crack is shown in Fig. 13. The GMR sensor’s signal value in cracked areas is significantly higher than the ones in non-cracked areas. The width of the cracks was inferred from the lifetime of the abnormally high pulse signals measured from the time the crack was detected until its termination. As shown in Fig. 13 that is the value of Ts. With this result, it can be confirmed that attaching sensors to the robot for inspection is entirely possible.

The testing of changing the distance between the magnet surface and the steel surface has been conducted many times by the team to ensure that the robot can push the magnet away, thereby being ready for landing and clinging to the surface steel or pulling the magnet back to get ready for easy takeoff. In addition, the test of the safe location function is also conducted carefully to ensure that the robot, when testing in a real environment, is safe.

The authors have conducted an experiment at the Nam-O bridge in Da Nang City, Vietnam. This is a steel bridge for trains, located near the sea, so the wind here is strong. However, the team found that the robot can move flexibly and cling to the steel surface to observe and examine defects at a few critical points through the tests. Some pictures of rusted screws that need replacement on the Nam O bridge were taken as shown in Fig. 15.

During the field deployment, the robot can work continuously for 30 minutes with the current setting of two 22.2V, 13000mAh LiPo batteries.

Fig. 13: GMR sensor test results of crack detection.

Fig. 14: Robot test on the Nam-O bridge.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The hybrid flying-climbing robot described in this paper presented a new design that utilizes the advantages of the drone’s flying flexibility and the mobile robot’s steady climbing capability to perform an inspection of complex steel structures of the bridge. The robot can switch from flying to climbing for quick back and forth in multiple locations on the bridge and perform both visual inspection (using camera) and in-depth inspection (using our developed GMR sensor...
array), thanks to the drone’s maneuverability and the ability to land on steel surfaces. The mechanical design and analysis have been conducted to show the climbing capability of the mobile part. The landing algorithm has been developed to allow the robot to land on a steel surface to perform in-depth inspection safely. The designed GMR sensor array has shown the capability of detecting steel cracks to support the in-depth inspection mode of the robot. The proposed hybrid design has been tested and validated on real bridges to ensure that the design works well and is stable.

Equipping the GMR sensor array under the mobile body of the robot demonstrates the ability of a lightweight sensor to check for steel cracks. However, with the current installation, there will be some corner areas of the bridge that may not be reached to inspect with this GMR sensor array but can only be checked via camera. Therefore in the future, we will design an additional arm equipped with this GMR sensor so that the robot can check in more difficult-to-reach areas.

Fig. 15: Some pictures on the Nam-O bridge.